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ABSTRACT

Nuclear material is vulnerable to a range of theft, sabotage, smuggling and illicit use
scenarios. These scenarios are dependent on the choices of individuals and organizations
involved in these activities. These choices, in turn, are dependent on the perceived payoff
vectors of the involved players. These payoff vectors can include monetary gain, ability to
avoid detection, penalties for detection, difficulty of accomplishment, resource constraints,
infrastructure support, etc.

Threat scenarios can be developed from these individual choices, and the set of worst-case
threat scenarios can be compiled into a threat definition. The implementation of physical
protection controls is dependent on the developed threat scenarios. The analysis of the
composition of the postulated threat can be based on the analysis of the postulated decisions
of the individuals and organizations involved on theft, smuggling, and illicit use.

This paper proposes a model to systematically analyse the significant decision points that an
individual or organization addresses as result of its goals. The model's dependence on
assumptions is discussed. Using these assumptions, a model is developed that assigns
probabilities to a set of decisions performed by the individuals involved in theft/smuggling.
The individual and organization's decisions are based on the perceived cost/benefit of the
decisions and the resource constraints. Methods for functionally obtaining decision
probabilities from perceived cost/benefit are proposed. The treatment of high-
consequencelow-probability events is discussed in terms of analysis of precursor events,
and the use of sensitivity analysis is discussed. An example of a simplified model for nuclear
material theft, smuggling, and illicit use is presented, and the results of this simplified model
are evaluated. By attempting to model the potential distribution of nuclear material
theft/smuggling events, this model increases the analytical tools available to those individuals
interested in understanding, evaluating and countering the threat of nuclear material
theft/smuggling.
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